
 

THINGS SMART STUDENTS DO…!""
FRIDAY!
- By 2pm, contact your test center/school to verify 
that the test is still running "
- Finish all studying by 6pm"
- get your gear together for the next morning: MASK, 
ID, Admission Ticket, sharpened pencils, calculators, 
and snacks/drink for your breaks"
- set your alarm as soon as you read this"
- need I say no parties tonight?"
- get to bed at a reasonable time"
- when you put your head on your pillow tonight, drift 
into sleep thinking of how you're going to wake up 
rested, without stress, and ready to whoop some 
booty!""
SATURDAY MORNING!
- brush your teeth"
- eat a decent breakfast (don't overdo it! Do not eat 3 
Grandslam Denny's breakfasts or drink 5 Charli 
D'amelio coffees)"
- make sure to dress in layers (be prepared for test 
location to be cold or hot)"
- do not work a drill before the test! Just bring and 
review the documents you've worked on from class"
- grab your prepared gear from last night"
- review notes at location"
- check in"
- grab your seat"
- make sure room has a clock (if you're not wearing a 
watch)"
    - if no clock, ask (demand) for another room with a 
clock because you feel "uncomfortable""
- review notes then put away once proctor starts to 
give instructions



DURING TEST!
- make sure your seats aren't very close together (if so, 
ask (demand) for another room because you feel 
"uncomfortable""
- if during the test your proctor:"
     - is ever chatting on the phone inside or outside of the 
room"
     - leaves the room alone for ANY period of time"
     - is typing loudly on computer of laptop"
     - is hovering over you"
     - is inaccurate with his or her timing,"
demand another room because you feel "uncomfortable""
- at the start of every section, write down the start, end, 
and 5min warning in your booklet...never trust your 
proctor!"
 "
If your trying to score a 700+ per section, you'll likely 
work on all questions - DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, 
DUMMY ANSWER""
If your trying to score a 600-700 per section!
     - Reading/Writing Sections: remember there are 
always 1-2 questions per reading and grammar passage 
that will dog you - DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY 
ANSWER"
     - Math Sections:"
          - No Calc: focus most of your energy and time on 
questions 1-12 & 16-18. Yes, try 13, 14, 15, 19, and 20, 
but if you're stumped, DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, 
DUMMY ANSWER"
          - With Calc: focus most of your energy and time on 
questions 1-25 & 31-35. Try 26-30 & 36-38, but if you're 
stumped, DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY ANSWER""
THE FAKE 5th MULTIPLE CHOICE 20-MINUTE 
SECTION!
If you're not taking the essay, you'll likely receive a 5th 
multiple choice 20-minute section: DON'T WORK ON IT! 
It's an experimental section that uses you as a guinea pig 
to test out other questions for future tests. It is not 
mandatory; it is not scored; you will never know how you 
did on it...ever.  
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SAT READING ORDER OF DIFFICULTY BREAKDOWN T8

Mins 65 Each Reading passage has Later (L) questions that are designed to steal your time.!!
Typically, the "easiest" passages will be 20th to 21st century passages!

The “hardest" passages will either be OLD 17th thru 19th century passages and/or 
the Dual passage. Expect at least one of each, OLD and Dual, during any test.!!

There is always one really EZ and one really Hard passage.  !!
To own this section, be very familiar with and practice your 4-Step Reading Method.!!

SAT & ACT Reading sections are the toughest areas to boost your overall scores 
because of lack of practice and unnecessary memorization.!!

Your Reading and Writing performance determines your 3-digit Reading score.

# Passages 5

Mins per Psg 13

Qs per 
Passage 10-11

Total Qs 52

Score 
Goal

#Correct 
Reading

Q 
Ratio %

# of 
Reading 
Passages

#Correct!
Writing

Q 
Ratio % # of Writing 

Passages

75% BF 600 38 38/52 73% 4P + 1Q 32 32/44 73% 3P - 1Qs

75% BF 600 32 32/52 62% 3Ps 36 36/44 82% 3P +3Qs

100% BF 660 48 48/52 92% 5P - 4Qs 32 32/44 73% 3P - 1Qs

100% BF 660 43 43/52 83% 4P + 1Qs 36 36/44 82% 3P +3Qs

75% Happy 
Colleges 550 32 32/52 62% 3Ps 29 29/44 66% 3P - 4Qs

Happy Ivies A 700 49 49/52 94% 5P - 3Qs 36 36/44 82% 3P + 3Qs

Happy Ivies B 700 45 45/52 87% 4P + 3Qs 40 40/44 91% 4P - 4Qs

miss 14/3 per psg

miss 20/4 per psg

miss 4/1 per psg
miss 9/2 per psg

miss 3/1 per psg

miss 7/2 per psg

miss 12/3 per psg

miss 8/2 per psg

miss 12/3 per psg

miss 8/2 per psg

miss 8/2 per psg

miss 4/1 per psg
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SAT WRITING & LANGUAGE ORDER OF DIFFICULTY BREAKDOWN

Mins 35 Each Writing passage has Later (L) questions that are designed to steal your time.!!
The "easiest" passage will contain the fewest Later questions.!
The “hardest" passage will contain the most Later questions. !!

The remaining two of the four passages can be considered medium level 
passages.!!

Be familiar with basic uses of hyphens, colons, semi-colons, apostrophes, 
parentheses, parallelism, redundancy, and 4 comma rules.!!

SAT & ACT Grammar sections are the easiest areas to boost your overall scores.!!
Your Reading and Writing performance determines your 3-digit Reading score.

# Passages 4

Mins per Psg 8.5

Qs per 
Passage 11

Total Qs 44

Score 
Goal

#Correct!
Writing

Q 
Ratio % # of Writing 

Passages
#Correct 
Reading

Q 
Ratio % # of Reading 

Passages

75% BF 600 36 36/44 81% 3P + 3Qs 37 37/52 71% 4P - 5Qs

100% BF 660 40 40/44 91% 4P - 4Qs 44 44/52 85% 4P + 2Qs

75% Happy 
Colleges 550 32 32/44 73% 3P - 1Qs 33 33/52 63% 3P + 1Qs

Happy Ivies A 700 40 40/44 91% 4P - 4Qs 50 50/52 96% 5P - 2Qs

Happy Ivies B 700 42 42/44 95% 4P - 2Qs 46 46/52 88% 5P - 6Qs
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SAT MATH ORDER OF DIFFICULTY BREAKDOWN

NO 
CALCULATOR Qs EZ MED “HARD” The SAT and ACT Math sections are all 

about algebra I and geometry I.!!
The test-makers are experts in creating 
tricky questions and answers out of 
basic, fundamental math.!!
There are 40 EZ and Med questions.!!
There are 18 “Hard” questions.!!
No Calculator Section Strategy:!
- focus most of your energy and time 
on questions 1-12 & 16-18. Yes, try 13, 
14, 15, 19, and 20, but if you're 
stumped, DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, 
DUMMY ANSWER!!
With Calculator Section Strategy:!
- focus most of your energy and time 
on questions 1-25 & 31-35. Try 26-30 & 
36-38, but if you're stumped, DON'T 
HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY ANSWER!!
Dummy answer is always the same.!!
Never leave a question blank.  

MULTIPLE 
CHOICE 15 Qs 1-5 Qs 6-10 Qs 11-15

STUDENT 
RESPONSE 5 Q 16 Qs 17-19 Q 20

TOTAL Qs 20 6 8 6

TOTAL Mins 25 14 6

WITH 
CALCULATOR Qs EZ MED “HARD”

MULTIPLE!
CHOICE 30 Qs 

1-10 Qs 11-20 Qs 21-30

STUDENT 
RESPONSE 8 Qs 

31-32 Qs 33-36 Q 37-38

TOTAL Qs 38 12 14 12

TOTAL Mins 55 26 12

Score 
Goal Tot EZ & MED plus!

HARD Qs Ratio % Some SAT Math dates 
can be harder or easier 
than other test dates.!!
On test day, if the Math 
sections seem too easy, 
typically the scoring is 
tougher.!!
If they seem hard, then 
the scoring is friendly.

75% BF 610 40 +2/18 42/58 72%

100% BF 670 40 +8/18 48/58 83%

75% Happy 
Colleges 560 34 0/18 34/58 59%

Happy Ivies 700 40 +11/18 51/58 88%
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THE FIRST 60secs PER SECTION
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SAT WRITING & LANGUAGE!
TEST DAY STEPS - The first 60 seconds!!

- By Friday before the test, determine if you’re working on 3 or all 4 passages!
- Always have an emotionless cyborg ready-to-destroy mindset!
- Write down your Start, End, and 5min warning times!
- Count and label the Later (L) Qs per passage!
- Reorder the passages from those with fewest Later Qs to the most Later Qs!
- Actively read the title and passage!
- Attack non-Later Qs first!
- Always reach the end of the sentence for any underlined!
- Atttack answers from the bottom-up!
- After reading and working non-Later Qs, answer Later Qs for that passage. 

Never hug questions! Dummy answer!!
- Then move on to next passage and repeat

SAT MATH!
TEST DAY STEPS - The first 60 seconds!!

- Always have an emotionless cyborg, ready-to-destroy mindset!
- Write down your Start, End, and 5min warning times!
- Order of Difficulty: Always know where you are in the test!
- Be careful to not miskey/mistype using your calculator!
- Always look at answer choices for clues:!
- mechanics questions!
- or English to Math questions!

- If any question slows you, completely circle it, dummy answer it, and move 
on to the next. You can always come back to it! Never hug questions!!

- Remember, Student Response questions DO NOT have negative answers

SAT READING!
TEST DAY STEPS - The first 60 seconds!!

- By Friday before the test, determine if you’re working on 4 or all 5 passages!
- Always have an emotionless cyborg ready-to-destroy mindset!
- Write down your Start, End, and 5min warning times!
- Immediately review the blurbs of each passage!
- Find the ugliest, OLD passage. Leave it for last!!
- Dual passages should be last if old & dusty or 2nd to last if recently written!
- Once you’ve reordered your passages, get to work on your first passage 

using the 4-STEP READING METHOD!
- Never hug questions! Dummy answer!!
- Then move on to next passage and repeat
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SCORING STRATEGIES!!
Key words: !
“Dummy Answer” = the answer you will always use for questions that give you trouble!
“Later (L) Questions = Questions designed to slow you down like speed bumps!!

Reading Section (65mins)!
- Within the 1st 60secs, find the Old, Dusty Passage and Dummy Answer its questions!
- Also Dummy Answer the Dual Passage if you have trouble completing 4 passages in 65mins!
- Pick your 1st passage and follow the 4-Step Reading Cheat Method (2nd page)!
- Repeat the method on the next 2 passages!
- remember there are always 1-2 questions per passage that will dog you!
- DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY ANSWER!
- With any time left, change answers to the easier Questions that were Dummy Answered!!

Writing Section (35mins)!
- “Later (L) Questions” = questions that actually ask you to do something to slow you down!
- Within the 1st 60secs, count up and Label (L) the Later Questions per passage!
- Dummy Answer the passage that has the most Later Questions!

- Bubble in those 11 answers straight down with the same Dummy Answer!
- Then work on the 3 passages using the remaining time!
- Make sure to read the title and follow the flow of the story!
- Answer the underlined questions as you read the story!
- Always get to the end of the sentence before trying out answers!
- Attack answers from the bottom up!
- DON'T HUG QUESTIONS, DUMMY ANSWER!!

Math NO Calculator Section (25mins)!
- You will focus your energy and time on EZ and Medium level Questions!
- Within the 1st 60secs, Dummy Answer Questions 11-15 straight down!
- Write in and bubble in 0 (zero) for Questions 18-20!
- Start working on question 1!
- If you get stumped on any question:!

- Circle the entire question and Dummy Answer!
- You can later come back to it!
- NEVER HUG A QUESTION - TRY TO ELIMINATE OBVIOUSLY WRONG ANSWERS - DUMMY ANSWER.!

- Go through questions 11-15 and 18-20 to see if you can do any and change your answer!
- When you reach question 20, go back to the questions you circled and try them again!!

Math WITH Calculator Section (55mins)!
- You will focus your energy and time on EZ and Medium level Questions!
- Within the 1st 60secs, Dummy Answer Questions 21-30 straight down!
- Write in and bubble in 0 (zero) for Questions 35–38!
- Start working on question 1!
- If you get stumped on any question:!

- Circle the entire question and Dummy Answer!
- You can later come back to it!
- NEVER HUG A QUESTION - TRY TO ELIMINATE OBVIOUSLY WRONG ANSWERS - DUMMY ANSWER.!

- Go through questions 21-30 and 35-38 to see if you can do any and change your answer!
- When you reach question 20, go back to the questions you circled and try them again!!
THE FAKE 5th MULTIPLE CHOICE 20-MINUTE SECTION!
If you get a 5th multiple choice 20-minute section: DON'T WORK ON IT! It's an experimental section using you as 
a guinea pig to test out other questions for future tests. It is not mandatory; it is not scored; you will never know 
how you did on it...ever.  
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Father…I Do Not 
Understand

You, When You Got Your SAT & ACT Scores Back
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Now, You Be 
Like…

Your Friends Gonna Be Like…
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Prrrrrractice!"


